2017 Age Friendly Sacopee Valley Initiative survey results summary
This survey represents a partial snapshot of the current state of aging in the Sacopee Valley towns of Baldwin,
Cornish, Hiram, Parsonsfield and Porter, based on surveys conducted in the spring and summer of 2017. This
effort was a collaboration between the Grateful Undead and the Sacopee Valley Health Center, with help from the
AARP; the Grateful Undead is a group of wider Sacopee Valley residents working to make their communities more
“age-friendly”. We received 163 completed surveys. Our hope is that insights from this survey can direct us towards
work that needs to be done to support aging residents of our towns. Below is a summary of survey results.
Portrait of respondents
The typical respondent in this survey was between 50-79 years old, living with a spouse or partner in a house
they owned, active in the community, and relying on driving to get to where they want to go.
Relatively “young” elders. The majority of respondents (69%) were between the ages of 50-79, with relatively
few in their 80’s or 90’s (12%). This may have been, in part, because surveys were often gathered at public events
such as town meetings and other events that the oldest and homebound would have trouble attending. Because
of this, results are skewed in the direction of folks who are still active and relatively healthy.
Home-based. A large majority of respondents lived with a spouse or partner (71%) in homes that they owned
(92%). Smaller numbers lived alone (18%) or in households of 3 or more (10%). US Census statistics show that
our area has a larger than average percentage of older adults living in aging homes, on lower incomes than any
other age group*; that would explain the significant percentage of respondents who needed help with home
chores and heating their homes (10%) - shoveling, roofraking were specifically mentioned by respondents. The
same percentage reported that their homes were not warm enough in the winter; reasons varied from paying for
fuel, poor insulation, and difficulty bringing in wood/pellets. It would seem safe to assume that the percentage
needing help would be much higher if the oldest residents, especially those living alone, were more represented
in the survey. Active in community. Many respondents reported being active in their communities - errands/
shopping, medical appointments, visits with family/friends and restaurants at the top of the list. Many also volunteered with a range of organizations that included schools, town government, historical societies and political groups. Most (76%) reported being “as social as you want to be”, but 20% said they were not; isolation and
loneliness can be a real problem for elders in our rural areas. Reasons given were varied, included “can’t afford”,
“health”, “don’t like to go out after dark” and “can’t leave spouse.” One said “(I) don’t make friends easily.” Dependent on cars/driving. It should come as no surprise that most folks in the area rely on cars for getting around
(95%). When asked if they could walk to town, most (67%) said no, one respondent quipped that it was possible,
“but it would take at least an hour.” Most reported feeling safe in their home (87%) and their community (93%),
but there was a repeated concern about the lack of police presence and the presence of drug users and traffickers.
Expectations for the future
The vast majority of repondents want to stay in their current home as they age; however they express many uncertainties about how increased needs could be managed.
Looking forward, a large majority of this group want to be able to stay in their own home as they age (76%). This
will likely prove challenging with advancing age, the likelihood of one partner being left alone at some point, and
the maintenance required of older homes. Other options chosen: 9% would like to move to a senior community,
and 7% would have someone move in with them, with 16% not knowing or not responding to the question. Similarly, when asked how about finding transportation in later years, 32% say their family will drive them, and 28%
say “someone will help” or “I don’t know”. In terms of socialization, 87% expect to spend time with family, while
6% worry about being alone. Given the increased mobility of families and the tendency of younger relatives to
move away for work, this reliance on family for help in advanced age could prove problematic for many.
Areas of particular concern raised by survey:
• Oldest residents - How can we get more input from the 80+ group?
• Transportation - How can elders get around easily, when no longer able to drive?
• Isolation in rural homes - How can we reduce social isolation? How do we help seniors living alone
maintain older homes, or help provide access/information about other options?
• Medical services and information - How can we increase accessibility to those in need?
• Money issues - What measures and support can help low income seniors?
* US Census, American Community Survey 5-year Estimates for 2010-2014, Table B25126, cited in AARP document, p 6

